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the tip facing forward 12 00 this is the correct position for the shaft this is forward and the u shaped link in the gimbal housing will line up as long as ur shift handle is in forward also, this video shows how to remove or install the shift cable without buying the shift cable tool mercruiser alpha one shift cable removal install no tool mercruiser outdrive removal and, i have a 2002 chapparral with 4 3 v6 and alpha 1 outdrive it is leaking a little gear oil where the lower unit bolts to the upper i had to add a little oil to the reservoir i checked the oil level in the outdrive it is full and not milky at all so there is no water in the oil, the upper shift shaft rod in my terminology to be clear is were the lower shift shaft rod male end connects up and into the female end and the rod is about 20 inches long up to the top and it connects to a bellcrank which is actuated by the push pull shifter cable looks like i have to remove it from the top which is blocked by the powerhouse, i m really confused i had to remove the od to replace a seal which wasn t properly installed but that s another story shifter is in f and the shoe is in the 12 o clock position to line up with the shaft 12 o clock is f 11 o clock is n and 10 o clock is r prop is locked in the cw position, cleaning and greasing the propshaft will make it easy to remove later on failure to grease the shaft can cause the prop to be stuck on the shaft mercruiser sells a neat floating propnut wrench which is good to keep on board keep a spare flotorque ii hub sleeve kit on board as well as a propeller wrench in case you spin a prop hub from impact, section 3 bravo sterndrive tools page 34 90 866948001 august 2007 clutch assembly stand 91173001t1 10515 holds the clutch assemblies for servicing shift handle tool 9117302 10688 positions and removes the shift shaft puller plate 9129310 18600 aids in the removal and installation of the gimbal bearing as, shaft if necessary to heat shift lever to aid in screw removal during step 4 do so carefully to avoid heat damage to the shift shaft oil seal 4 rotate shift lever to one side remove shift lever screw and shift lever then remove the washer and shift shaft 5 remove o ring and rubber gasket remove shift shaft seal and bushing only if, mercruiser shift lever kit for mercruiser mc1 r mr alpha one and alpha one gen 2 models oem 45518t1, how to remove shift shaft bushings from the alpha 1 bell housing alpha 1 shift shaft bushing removal part 1 armand graziani mercruiser outdrive alpha one getting shifter working after, table of contents gearcase lower section 3 thermostats amp water pumps section 6 anodes section 5 drive shaft housing upper section 2 transom amp power trim section 4, stainless steel shift shaft post a question or comment about mercruiser sterndrive controls and cables to our online boating community question shift cable we have a 1972 mercruiser that will shift into forward and neutral but will not shift into reverse most of the time what shift cable do i need submitted by stacey, to see a picture of the tool and where to use it click on the x in the row and column, re mc 1 alpha 1 removing shift shaft and replacing seals bushings i got it out with a tiny hacksaw and a small chisel i cut the top of the shift shaft with the saw though is this ok to use after cleaning the sharp edges off or should i replace it, how to remove your mercruiser alpha one sterndrive removing your drive is not as hard as you might think the sterndrive should be removed for service every season read your owners manual give some thought as to what you re going to do, shift cable tool for installation removal of mercruiser shift cables 91 12037 shift cable tool for mercruiser sterndrives it will install
and remove shift cables on mercruiser 1 r mr amp alpha one generation 2 drives that have the cable coming in from the rear, the position of the engine must be just right to allow the shaft to fit the coupler properly replacing a bad coupler requires removal of the drive and engine the drive should be removed at least once each season to allow for an inspection of the gimbal bearing bellows shift cable and alignment it also provides an opportunity to, sei marine products mercruiser mercury shift shaft bushing tool 91 31107 90140 alpha one gen i mercury outboards 17 99 marine lower bearing carrier puller, save mercruiser shifter to get email alerts and updates on your ebay feed update your delivery location nib mercruiser bravo drive removal tool remove shifter shaft 91 17302 18 9813 brand new au 30 93 from united states 10 gst will apply buy it now au 70 49 postage, check out the deal on seal shift shaft at sterndrive cc, gasoline sterndrive installation manual 90 860172011 page 77 of 137 sterndrive unit installation 1 remove trim cylinder support and dust cover from bell housing studs remains upright and engaged with bell housing shift shaft lever c remove shift slide stabilizer tool d slide drive unit all the way into bell housing important if, featuring removal yard available for sale on the internet service tools mercruiser alpha one mercury shift shaft bushing tool 91 31107 90140 mercruiser alpha for sale online bushing tool mercruiser shift one alpha shaft 91 31107 90140 mercury 17 99 mercury mercruiser hinge pin tool alpha bravo one two three sterndrive 91 78310, the mercruiser alpha 1 stern drive is a combination inboard and outboard drive the engine is located inboard and delivers power through a shaft that goes through the stern to the outdrive in the case of a water leak or breakdown in the engine the outdrive must be removed, presenting our huge selection of removes shifter shaft right now boat parts and accessories store sail motor part boat engine deck find removes shifter shaft 17302 mercruiser remove 18 shifter shaft shaft 91 91 17302 removal tool bravo drive 18 9813 17302 mercruiser 17302 mercruiser remove mercruiser remove bravo drive, shift shaft 1 inspect shift shaft retainer for cracks and replace if nec essary 2 inspect shift cam face for wear replace if worn 53034 a b a shift cam b shift shaft retainer reverse and forward gear 1 inspect gear teeth for pitting uneven wear scoring etc replace gear if any damage is found 2 inspect gear clutch jaws, item 19 mercruiser part 807929a1 if the boat was mine i d replace the shift shaft bushing and carrier seal assy along wih the impeller while you re in there will also need 2 quarts of mercury high performance gear oil to refill the drive with shift shaft bushing mercruiser part 23 815921a10 or a21, find great deals on ebay for mercruiser removal tool shop with confidence skip to main content ebay logo nib mercruiser bravo drive removal tool remove shifter shaft 91 17302 18 9813 brand new 22 20 buy it now mercruiser shift control cable install amp removal tool replaces 91 12037 see more like this, how do you change impeller on 5 7l mercruiser remove rubber access cover for shift lever loosen 10mm nut that connects shifter shaft to lower unit but do not remove the nut remove two, the mercruiser outdrive or sterndrive motor has been used on marine watercraft for decades like all marine engines the mercruiser relies heavily on its water pump impeller to send outside water through the engine manifold jackets and passage to keep it cool the rubber impeller inside the pump housing suffers, unable to mate bottom half of drive with top i saw some videos on you tube after i had it off that for the mercruiser
alpha 1 it had to be in drive when you separate them i didn’t see anything about that for the se106 so i just wanted to make sure that isn’t part of the problem turn it so it lines up with the shift shaft in the, mercruiser part numbers can be difficult to find even on the internet if you need a mercruiser part and are not sure as to the correct part number for your engine simply contact us with your engine serial number and we will use our expertise to locate the correct mercruiser part for your application you can also use the mercruiser parts lookup to find your part, shift shaft bushing tool oem 91 31107t installs amp removes the shift shaft mercruiser drive units no 90110 shift cable tool oem 91 12037 installs amp removes shift cables on mc 1 r mr alpha one click here to download glm’s marine service tools flyer, upper shift shaft for a mercruiser sterndrive this is the shaft that travels through the exhaust portion of the gimbal housing fits mercruiser alpha one generation ii, the propeller shaft will stop when the forward clutch has been engaged pull gently on the plastic cover over the shift cable near the shift lever stud to remove any slack left in the cable remove the clevis pin and brass barrel from the shift plate and rotate the barrel until the excess cable has been removed, mercruiser shift shaft bushing and oil seal kit 23 806036al mercruiser shift shaft bushing and oil seal kit 23 805041a2 mercruiser upper shift shaft lever 45518a2 18 2161 omc cobra shift rod 914736 18 0655, a small shift shaft seal pressed up in the bellhousing this seal could leak water into the shift cable cavity and in most cases this is the reason that your cable failed always replace the shift shaft seal mercruiser changed the seal to a brass barrel shaped bushing which press fits up into the bellhousing and hangs down in the exhaust, upper swivel shaft transom assembly serial number 6666130 and above exhaust tube use on v 8 drive shaft extension models early mercruiser ir imr v 8 drive shaft extension remove shift cable wrapping from shift cable on inner transom 22030 a inner transom b shift cable, mercruiser special tools catalog 90 866948 1106 safety alerts and notices throughout this publication warnings and cautions accompanied by the aids in the removal and installation of the shift shaft bushing on alpha one excluding gen ii oil seal driver 9131108t 8883 installs bearing carrier oil seals, remove lock pivoting screw remove cotter pin and washer from upper shift shaft remove shift shaft and reverse lock assembly drive shaft housing installation engine alignment should be checked with engine coupler alignment shaft part no c 91 48247 or part no c 91 57797a3 before reinstalling drive shaft housing caution, onto the top of the shift shaft remove the lever and pull down and out the shift shaft use a small socket on the end of a 1 4 long extension the socket must be small enough in diameter to knock up and out the old seal and bushing pass the extension up through the lower shift bushing hole and snap the socket onto the top end of the extension, re alpha one shift shaft seal if you’re talking about the upper you need that cavity sealed any water in there goes straight into the bottom of the shift cable which is probably why your s crapped out in the first place go about halfway down this page and you’ll see pics of the alpha brass shift shaft bushings and seals, a small shift shaft seal pressed up in the bellhousing this seal could leak water into the shift cable cavity and in most cases this is the reason that your cable failed always replace the shift shaft seal mercruiser changed the seal to a brass barrel shaped bushing which press fits up into the bellhousing and hangs down in the
exhaust, bam marine authorized dealer and fast shipping for mercury marine mercruiser genuine factory oem part number 91 31107t shift shaft tool, we hold a selection of mercruiser alpha one generation 1 stern drive lower shift shaft oe 77481 1 at the best prices you can find throughout the america market at sterndrive replacement we have made our mark we are one of the most innovative companies today we can find high quality products for you at an unbeatable price, save mercruiser shift shaft tool to get e mail alerts and updates on your ebay feed rps mercruiser alpha one two gen 1 2 shift cable removal installer 91 12037 tool see more like this 2 product ratings upper shift shaft for mercruiser alpha one gen 1 stern replaces mercury 45589a3 49 90 from sweden buy it now, shift shaft tool 75104 a7 stud adaptor 91 13948 special information caution avoid damage to sterndrive unit drive unit damage will occur if later style parts are intermixed with earlier style parts shift spool assembly the later style shift spool assembly has a larger gap than the earlier style this later style shift spool is sold, mercury mercruiser 75104a7 shift shaft assembly 75104a7 shift shaft assembly is no longer available 0 00 mercury mercruiser 91 12037 removal installation tool 91 12037 removal installation tool this is a genuine mercury marine factory oem part not aftermarket:Mercury Marine Sterndrives amp Inboards
April 18th, 2019 - No matter what type of boating interests you most Mercury® Mercruiser® can power it better than anyone else Our extensive range of sterndrive inboard and tow sport engines is the most comprehensive lineup in the industry all engineered to provide the best possible boating experience The answer to your propulsion needs Mercury MerCruiser

Amazon com MERCURY ALPH ONE SHIFT LEVER KIT GLM
April 16th, 2019 - As a marine mechanic I can guarantee you that the original shift rod seal WILL FAIL in your Alpha Drive unless you replace it with this unit This item is worth every penny and if you do NOT feel like spending extra money now rest assured that you will pay ME the big money later on

BoaterEd oil leak from shift shaft on Alpha One
April 20th, 2019 - ANYWAY it is the upper shift shaft bushing in the bell housing on an Alpha One I also learned that there is an oil seal over the bushing I suspect this is the problem The bushing and oil seal are items 5 and 6 on the Mercruiser exploded diagram of an Alpha One 1984 Does anyone know how to replace this seal

need help with alpha one gen 2 strendrive shift rod
December 15th, 2018 - until it locks Now remove the shaft keeping pressure on the prop in a c clockwise direction Install the bushing Insert the shaft with the tip facing forward 12 00 this is the correct position for the shaft This is foward and the u shaped link in the gimbal housing will line up as long as ur shift handle is in forward also

Mercuriser Alpha One shift cable removal install no tool
April 11th, 2019 - This video shows how to remove or install the shift cable without buying the shift cable tool Mercuriser Alpha One shift cable removal install no tool MerCruiser Outdrive Removal and
I have a 2002 Chapparral with 4 3 V6 and Alpha 1 outdrive
March 1st, 2019 - I have a 2002 Chapparral with 4 3 V6 and Alpha 1 outdrive. It is leaking a little gear oil where the lower unit bolts to the upper. I had to add a little oil to the reservoir. I checked the oil level in the outdrive, it is full and not milky at all. So there is no water in the oil.

I want to remove the upper shift shaft rod which is about
December 14th, 2018 - The upper shift shaft rod in my terminology to be clear is were the lower shift shaft rod male end connects up and into the female end and the rod is about 20 inches long up to the top and it connects to a bellcrank which is actuated by the push pull shifter cable. Looks like I have to remove it from the top which is blocked by the powerhouse.

BoaterEd Mercruiser shift shaft
April 21st, 2019 - I'm really confused. I had to remove the OD to replace a seal which wasn't properly installed. But that's another story. Shifter is in F and the shoe is in the 12 o'clock position to line up with the shaft. 12 o'clock is F, 11 o'clock is N, and 10 o'clock is R. Prop is locked in the CW position.

How to Install Your Mercruiser Propeller with Pictures
October 4th, 2017 - Cleaning and greasing the propshaft will make it easy to remove later on failure to grease the shaft can cause the prop to be stuck on the shaft. Mercruiser sells a neat floating propnut wrench which is good to keep on board. Keep a spare Flotorque II hub sleeve kit on board as well as a propeller wrench in case you spin a prop hub from impact.

Bravo Sterndrive Tool Application Chart Section 3 MerCruiser

Bell Housing Gimbal Bearing and Gimbal Ring CEMRWEB
April 11th, 2019 - shaft If necessary to heat shift lever to aid in screw removal during Step 4 do so carefully to avoid heat damage to the shift shaft oil seal. 4 Rotate shift lever to one side. Remove shift lever screw and shift lever then remove the washer and shift shaft. 5 Remove O ring and rubber gasket. Remove shift shaft seal and bushing only if.

Mercruiser Shift Lever Kit 45518T1 boatpartheadquarters.com
April 9th, 2019 - Mercruiser shift lever kit for Mercruiser Mc1 R MR Alpha One and Alpha One Gen 2 models. OEM 45518T1.

Alpha 1 Shift Shaft Bushing Removal Part 1
April 13th, 2019 - How to remove shift shaft bushings from the alpha 1 bell housing. Alpha 1 Shift Shaft Bushing Removal Part 1 Armand Graziani Mercruiser Outdrive Alpha One getting shifter working after.
TABLE OF CONTENTS glmmarine com
April 18th, 2019 - TABLE OF CONTENTS Gearcase Lower Section 3 Thermostats amp Water Pumps Section 6 Anodes Section 5 Drive Shaft Housing Upper Section 2 Transom amp Power Trim Section 4

Mercruiser Sterndrive Controls and Cables Go2marine
April 20th, 2019 - Stainless Steel Shift Shaft Post a question or comment about Mercruiser Sterndrive Controls and Cables to our online boating community Question Shift Cable We have a 1972 Mercruiser that will shift into forward and neutral but will not shift into reverse most of the time What shift cable do I need Submitted by Stacey

Tools Mercruiser Engines Sterndrives
April 20th, 2019 - To see a picture of the tool and where to use it click on the X in the row and column

MC 1 Alpha 1 Removing shift shaft and replacing seals
April 15th, 2019 - Re MC 1 Alpha 1 Removing shift shaft and replacing seals bushings I got it out with a tiny hacksaw and a small chisel I cut the top of the shift shaft with the saw though Is this OK to use after cleaning the sharp edges off or should I replace it

How to Remove Your Mercruiser Alpha One Sterndrive with
October 4th, 2017 - How to Remove Your Mercruiser Alpha One Sterndrive Removing your drive is not as hard as you might think The sterndrive should be removed for service every season Read your owners manual Give some thought as to what you’re going to do

Specialty Marine Tools for Mercruiser Basic Power Industries
April 19th, 2019 - Shift Cable Tool for Installation Removal of Mercruiser Shift Cables 91 12037 Shift Cable Tool for Mercruiser Sterndrives It will install and remove shift cables on Mercruiser 1 R MR amp Alpha One Generation 2 Drives that have the cable coming in from the rear

Sterndrive Information tools manuals and Mercruiser
March 31st, 2019 - The position of the engine must be just right to allow the shaft to fit the coupler properly Replacing a bad coupler requires removal of the drive and engine The drive should be removed at least once each season to allow for an inspection of the gimbal bearing bellows shift cable and alignment It also provides an opportunity to

Amazon com MERCRUISER ALPHA ONE SHIFT SHAFT BUSHING TOOL
April 19th, 2019 - SEI MARINE PRODUCTS Mercruiser Mercury Shift Shaft Bushing Tool 91 31107 90140 Alpha One Gen I Mercury Outboards 17 99 Marine Lower Bearing Carrier Puller

mercruser shifter ebay
April 14th, 2019 - Save mercruiser shifter to get email alerts and updates on your eBay Feed Update your delivery location NIB Mercruiser Bravo Drive Removal Tool Remove Shifter Shaft 91 17302 18 9813 Brand new AU 30 93 From
United States 10 GST will apply Buy It Now AU 70 49 postage

**Seal Shift Shaft sterndrive cc**
April 13th, 2019 - Check out the deal on Seal Shift Shaft at sterndrive cc

**GASOLINE STERNDRIVE INSTALLATION MANUAL Sterndrive Unit**
April 19th, 2019 - GASOLINE STERNDRIVE INSTALLATION MANUAL 90 860172011 Page 77 of 137 Sterndrive Unit Installation 1 Remove trim cylinder support and dust cover from bell housing studs remains upright and engaged with bell housing shift shaft lever c Remove Shift Slide Stabilizer Tool d Slide drive unit all the way into bell housing IMPORTANT If

**Removal Yard For Sale Service Tools**
April 17th, 2019 - Featuring removal yard available for sale on the internet Service Tools Mercruiser Alpha One Mercury Shift Shaft Bushing Tool 91 31107 90140 Mercruiser Alpha For Sale Online Bushing Tool Mercruiser Shift One Alpha Shaft 91 31107 90140 Mercury 17 99 Mercury Mercruiser Hinge Pin Tool Alpha Bravo One Two Three Sterndrive 91 78310

**How to Remove a Mercruiser Alpha One Outdrive It Still Runs**
April 21st, 2019 - The Mercruiser Alpha 1 stern drive is a combination inboard and outboard drive The engine is located inboard and delivers power through a shaft that goes through the stern to the outdrive In the case of a water leak or breakdown in the engine the outdrive must be removed

**Removes Shifter Shaft For Sale Boat Parts And**
April 13th, 2019 - Presenting our huge selection of removes shifter shaft right now Boat Parts and Accessories Store Sail Motor Part Boat Engine Deck Find Removes Shifter Shaft 17302 Mercruiser Remove 18 Shifter Shaft Shaft 91 91 17302 Removal Tool Bravo Drive 18 9813 17302 Mercruiser 17302 Mercruiser Remove Mercruiser Remove Bravo Drive

**Gear Housing Removal Discount Marine**
April 15th, 2019 - Shift Shaft 1 Inspect shift shaft retainer for cracks and replace if necessary 2 Inspect shift cam face for wear Replace if worn 53034 a b a Shift Cam b Shift Shaft Retainer Reverse And Forward Gear 1 Inspect gear teeth for pitting uneven wear scoring etc Replace gear if any damage is found 2 Inspect gear clutch jaws

**Lube leak from drive Boat Talk Chaparral Boats Owners Club**
April 18th, 2019 - Item 19 MerCruiser part 807929a1 If the boat was mine I d replace the shift shaft bushing and carrier seal assy along with the impeller while you re in there Will also need 2 quarts of Mercury High Performance Gear Oil to refill the drive with Shift shaft bushing MerCruiser part 23 815921a10 or a21

**mercruiser removal tool eBay**
March 3rd, 2019 - Find great deals on eBay for mercruiser removal tool Shop with confidence Skip to main content eBay Logo NIB Mercruiser Bravo Drive Removal Tool Remove Shifter Shaft 91 17302 18 9813 Brand New 22 20 Buy It Now
Mercruiser Shift Control Cable Install amp Removal Tool Replaces 91 12037 See more like this

How do you change impeller on 5 7l mercruiser answers com
April 20th, 2019 - How do you change impeller on 5 7l mercruiser Remove rubber access cover for shift lever Loosen 10mm nut that connects shifter shaft to lower unit but do not remove the nut Remove two

How to Replace a MerCruiser Water Pump Impeller It Still
April 20th, 2019 - The MerCruiser outdrive or sterndrive motor has been used on marine watercraft for decades Like all marine engines the MerCruiser relies heavily on its water pump impeller to send outside water through the engine manifold jackets and passage to keep it cool The rubber impeller inside the pump housing suffers

Unable to mate bottom half of drive with top Sterndrive
April 20th, 2019 - Unable to mate bottom half of drive with top I saw some videos on You Tube after I had it off that for the Mercruiser Alpha 1 it had to be in Drive when you separate them I didn t see anything about that for the SE106 so I just wanted to make sure that isn t part of the problem Turn it so it lines up with the shift shaft in the

Mercruiser Parts Lookup michiganmotorz com
April 20th, 2019 - MerCruiser part numbers can be difficult to find even on the internet If you need a MerCruiser part and are not sure as to the correct part number for your engine simply contact us with your engine serial number and we will use our expertise to locate the correct MerCruiser part for your application You can also use the Mercruiser Parts Lookup to find your part

GLM Products Inc Marine Service Tools
April 18th, 2019 - Shift Shaft Bushing Tool OEM 91 31107T Installs amp removes the shift shaft Mercruiser drive units No 90110 Shift Cable Tool OEM 91 12037 Installs amp removes shift cables on MC 1 R MR Alpha One Click Here to Download GLM s Marine Service Tools Flyer

Shift Assembly for Mercruiser Sterndrives Fishing Tackle
April 15th, 2019 - Upper Shift Shaft for a Mercruiser Sterndrive This is the shaft that travels through the exhaust portion of the gimbal housing Fits Mercruiser Alpha One Generation II

How to Adjust a MerCruiser Shift Cable Gone Outdoors
April 20th, 2019 - The propeller shaft will stop when the forward clutch has been engaged Pull gently on the plastic cover over the shift cable near the shift lever stud to remove any slack left in the cable Remove the clevis pin and brass barrel from the shift plate and rotate the barrel until the excess cable has been removed

Mercruiser Upper Shift Shaft 45589A3
April 12th, 2019 - Mercruiser Shift Shaft Bushing and Oil Seal Kit 23 806036A1 Mercruiser Shift Shaft Bushing and Oil Seal Kit 23 805041A2
Replacing your Alpha One shift cable Sterndrives
April 14th, 2019 - a small shift shaft seal pressed up in the bellhousing. This seal could leak water into the shift cable cavity and in most cases this is the reason that your cable failed. ALWAYS replace the shift shaft seal. Mercruiser changed the seal to a brass barrel shaped bushing which press fits up into the bellhousing and hangs down in the exhaust.

TRANSOM ASSEMBLY boatfix.com
April 20th, 2019 - Upper Swivel Shaft Transom assembly serial number 6666130 and above. Exhaust Tube Use on V 8 Drive Shaft Extension Models Early MerCruiser IR IMR V 8 Drive Shaft Extension. Remove shift cable wrapping from shift cable on inner transom. 22030 a Inner Transom b Shift Cable.

international HAZARD symbol Safety Alerts and Notices
April 18th, 2019 - MerCruiser Special Tools Catalog 90 866948 1106 Safety Alerts and Notices. Throughout this publication Warnings and Cautions accompanied by the Aids in the removal and installation of the shift shaft bushing on Alpha One excluding Gen II Oil Seal Driver 91?31108T 8883 Installs bearing carrier oil seals.

Drive Shaft Housing CEMRWEB
April 6th, 2019 - Remove lock pivoting screw Remove cotter pin and washer from upper shift shaft. Remove shift shaft and reverse lock assembly. Drive Shaft Housing Installation. Engine alignment should be checked with engine coupler alignment shaft part No C 91 48247 or part No C 91 57797A3 before reinstalling drive shaft housing. CAUTION.

Sterndrive Tools special tools for Mercruiser sterndrives
April 7th, 2019 - onto the top of the shift shaft. Remove the lever and pull down and out the shift shaft. Use a small socket on the end of a 1 4 long extension. The socket must be small enough in diameter to knock up and out the old seal and bushing. Pass the extension up through the lower shift bushing hole and snap the socket onto the top end of the extension.

Alpha one shift shaft seal Page 1 iboats Boating
April 18th, 2019 - Re Alpha one shift shaft seal. If you’re talking about the upper you need that cavity sealed. Any water in there goes straight into the bottom of the shift cable which is probably why your s crapped out in the first place. Go about halfway down this page and you’ll see pics of the Alpha brass shift shaft bushings and seals.

Sterndrive Tools special tools for Mercruiser sterndrives
April 19th, 2019 - a small shift shaft seal pressed up in the bellhousing. This seal could leak water into the shift cable cavity and in most cases this is the reason that your cable failed. ALWAYS replace the shift shaft seal. Mercruiser changed the seal to a brass barrel shaped bushing which press fits up into the bellhousing and hangs down in the exhaust.
Genuine Mercury amp Mercruiser parts 91 31107T SHIFT SHAFT
April 14th, 2019 - BAM Marine authorized dealer and fast shipping for Mercury
Marine Mercruiser genuine factory OEM part number 91 31107T SHIFT SHAFT TOOL

Lower Shift Shaft OE 77481 Mercruiser Alpha One
April 3rd, 2019 - We hold a selection of Mercruiser Alpha One Generation 1
Stern Drive Lower Shift Shaft OE 77481 1 at the best prices you can find
throughout the America market At Sterndrive Replacement we have made our mark
We are one of the most innovative companies today We can find high quality
products for you at an unbeatable price

mercruiser shift shaft tool eBay
April 21st, 2019 - Save mercruiser shift shaft tool to get e mail alerts and
updates on your eBay Feed RPS Mercruiser Alpha one Two Gen 1 2 Shift Cable
Removal Installer 91 12037 Tool See more like this 2 product ratings Upper
Shift Shaft For MerCruiser Alpha One Gen 1 Stern Replaces Mercury 45589A3 49
90 From Sweden Buy It Now

STERNDRIVE UNIT boatfix com
April 21st, 2019 - Shift Shaft Tool 75104 A7 Stud Adaptor 91 13948 Special
Information CAUTION Avoid damage to sterndrive unit Drive unit dam age will
occur if Later Style parts are intermixed with Earlier Style parts Shift
Spool Assembly The later style shift spool assembly has a larger gap than the
earlier style This later style shift spool is sold

Genuine Mercury amp Mercruiser parts Alpha Sterndrive Tools
April 19th, 2019 - Mercury Mercruiser 75104A7 SHIFT SHAFT ASSEMBLY 75104A7
SHIFT SHAFT ASSEMBLY is no longer available 0 00 Mercury Mercruiser 91 12037
REMOVAL INSTALLATION TOOL 91 12037 REMOVAL INSTALLATION TOOL This is a
genuine Mercury Marine factory OEM part not aftermarket